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"Even irregular immigrants have human rights"

Main human rights problems in EU immigration policies are various push back measures 
and unnecessary wide use of detentions, said Francois Crépeu the UN Special Rapporteur 
on the human rights of migrants in Human rights subcommittee meeting on Tuesday. 
During the meeting the MEPs debated on EU migration policies and management of 
migration flows with also the representative of Frontex.

"We have a negative attitude on migrants in EU as we can see in results of some elections", 
noted Andrzej Grzyb (EPP, PL). He emphasized that better cooperation between Member States 
and Frontex, European Union agency for external border security, would provide needed added 
value now when migration pressure is increasing. 

Mr Crépeu pointed out that EU and its Member States should remember that asylum policy only 
deals with small fraction of immigrants and many need other types of protection. 
"I am very disappointed that none of EU countries have signed the Migrant workers convention 
and I strongly courage them to ratify it to declare that even irregular migrants have human rights", 
said the Special representative Crépeu.

Fundamental rights officer

The Committee discussed also the role of Frontex in the area of human rights. 

The MEPs welcomed the information shared by Gil Arias-Fernández, the Frontex's deputy 
executive director that Frontex will appoint the Fundamental rights officer and start Consultative 
forum on human rights this year. However, the MEPs heavily criticized the late timing of these 
measures. "I am not satisfied, why does it take so long", asked the chair of the committee Barbara 
Lochbihler (Greens/EFA, DE) reminding that the appointment of fundamental rights officer had 
been discussed already long time ago. 

Mr Arias-Fernández noted that Frontex need a mandate from institutions to make new 
appointments. 

He also pointed out that the control of EU borders remains on responsibility of member states. 
"We don't consider ourselves being watchdog of European borders, we are rescuing more people 
in danger at the Mediterranean than any other institution", he claimed. 

In the chair: Andrzej Grzyb (EPP, PL) / Barbara Lochbihler (Greens/EFA, DE)

You can watch the debate live via EP TV
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/search?legislature=7&organ-code=&start-
date=&end-date=&pageIndex=
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